jL 1 (P; h)G P j:
Using (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) it is easy to complete the proof of the theorem. Moreover, we observe that = sup h2H jL 1 (P; h)G P j; c 1 = sup h2H jb(h)j; whereas 1 = sup where sup h2H jR m;n (h)j = o P (m ?1=2 ):
Write b a n (h) = L 1 ( b P n ; h)( P;n ); b b n (h) =`( b P n ; 0)h: Using with assumptions (B) and ( H(h) = (m=n) 1=2 a n (h) + m ?1=2 b(h) + T mn (h); where a n (h) = L 1 (P; h)( P;n ); b(h) =`(P; 0)h: whereas the conditional kernel h mjk : S k ! R is de ned by The degree of degeneracy of the U-statistics U n;m h m is the largest integer r such that provided h m(k) = 0 for k = 1; : : : ; r: Proof of Theorem 2.1. Write n;m (a) = U nm (a) + V nm (a) + R nm (a); where U nm (a) is U-statistic with kernel h m (x 1 ; : : : ; x m ; a) = h(T m (x 1 ; : : : ; x m ; P); a) ? m (P ; a); V nm (a) = m (P ; a) ? n (P ; a), R nm (a) = mn ( b P n ; a) ? mn (P ; a); a 2 R: By assumption (J) jjR nm jj 2 = o P ((m=n) 1=2 + m ?1=2 ) whereas assumption (I) yields Combining this with the central limit theorem we get (1.2). The proof of (1.3) immediately follows by (4.1), (4.2), and the law of large numbers. For the proof of (1.4), we have, by (4.1), (4.2) combined with the law of large numbers, n 1=2 m = sup j(m=2n 1=2 ) 00 (t)Y 2 n ? 2(n 1=2 =m)Q 2 (t)j + o P (1): It is not di cult to verify that (1.5) is valid with f 1 (Y ) = sup t 0 j 00 (t)Y 2 ? 2Q 0 1 (t)Y + 2 ?1 Q 2 (t)j and f 2 (Y ) = sup t 0 j2 ?1 00 (t)Y 2 ? 2 ?1 Q 2 (t)j:
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is using two results about U-statistics due to Vitale (1992) which we state below. For a sequence of i.i.d. random elements X 1 ; : : : ; X n taking values in a measurable space (S; A) and a sequence of functions (h m ), where h m : S m ! R is a real-valued kernel of degree m n; de ne the U-statistic U n;m h m by U n;m h m = n m There we assume a 6 = 0: Write T n (Q) = a (S n +z n ); where S n (t) = n ?1=2 P n k=1 k (t); Example 3.6. Let H be a separable Hilbert space with the norm jj jj and inner product ( ; ): Consider random elements X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; :: in H that are independent and identically distributed with distribution P: Assume that EX 1 = 0 and P is taken from a class P 0 ; with the following properties: i) Q is non symmetric around zero, ii) R H jjxjj 4 Q(dx) < 1; and iii) the covariance operator V Q of Q has at least 13 (counted with multiplicities) eigenvalues exceeding a given > 0:
The eigenvalues of a positive operator V : H ! H will be denoted by 1 (V )
. It is well known (see, e.g., Gohberg and Krein (1967) It follows that, with probability tending to one, at least d 13 eigenvalues of the covariance operator V b P n will exceed a number 0 > 0: Hence, without loss of generality we can assume that P 0 contains the empirical distribution b P n of P 2 P 0 : For Q 2 P 0 and a 2 H; a 6 = 0; de ne T n;a (Z 1 ; : : : ; Z n ; Q) = njjn ?1
Let L n;a (Q; r) denote the distribution function of this statistic. Furthermore, let F denote the class of functions on H given by x 1 (z) = (x; z) together with x 2 (z) = (x; z) 2 indexed by x 2 H with jjxjj = 1: Note that the evaluation at a point y 2 H de nes an embedding H `1(F); via y(x 1 ) := x 1 (y) = (x; y) and for y 2 H and y(x 2 ) := x 2 (y) = (x; y) 2 :
It is easy to verify that the statistic T n;a is locally F-weakly convergent at any P 2 P 0 which has zero mean. We aim to prove the stochastic equivalence as n ! 1 of the uniform errors m and b m de ned by (3.1).
Furthermore, we assume rst order smoothness for L(Q; z) and a Lipschitz condition for`(Q; z) as a function of z 2`1(F): Assumption (B). For each h 2 H and Q 2 V(P) we have
where L 1 (Q; h) is a bounded linear functional on`1(F) and sup Q2V(P) sup h2H jR(Q; h; z)j c 2 (P )jjzjj 2 F :
Moreover, sup h2H jL 1 (P; h)j 1: Assumption (C). There exists a constant (P ) such that
and sup h2H j`(P; 0)hj < 1:
Finally, we need the continuity of the limiting distribution L(P) = L(P; 0) as well as the continuity of the function`(P ) =`(P; 0) at P:
Remark 3.4. If in assumption (B) the rst oder approximation vanishes, i.e. if L 1 (Q; h) = 0; we need again a second order expansion term for L(Q; z) de ned on z 2`1(F) to discriminate between the choice of m verses m=2 although now at a lower level. Hence, assumption (B) should be replaced by the following:
Assumption (B'). For each h 2 H and Q 2 V(P) we have
where L 2 (Q; h) is a bounded bilinear functional on`1(F) and
jR(Q; h; z)j c 2 (P )jjzjj 3 F :
Moreover, sup h2H jL 2 (P; h)j 1: 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the sequence of statistics satis es the assumptions (A); (B); (C); and (D); which are stated and discussed below. Assume furthermore that F is a P-Donsker class, and that jj P;n jj F is uniformly integrable. and Hm , as n ! 1: In order to formulate the assumptions (A){(D), x a distance d on the set P 0 and, for given constants c 0 > 0 and c 1 > 0; consider the neighborhood V(P) P 0 of P de ned by V(P) = fQ 2 P 0 : d(Q; P) c 1 ; jjn 1=2 (Q ? P)jj c 0 g:
The rst assumption concerns the local F-weak convergence property of the sequence of statistics. Roughly speaking, we assume that parameterized expansions for L n (Q)h hold uniformly in the neighborhood V(P): A parameterization will be given by the quantity n 1=2 (Q?P ) considered as an element in`1(F): In many cases, F will consist of a nite number of functions only.
Assumption (A). For each Q 2 V(P); there exist a set fL(Q; z); z 2`1(F)g of probability distributions on R and a set f`(Q; z); z 2`1(F)g of real valued functions on H such that for every h 2 H L n (Q)h = L(Q; n 1=2 (Q ? P))h + n ?1=2`( Q; n 1=2 (Q ? P))h + R n (Q; n 1=2 (Q ? P); h);
where sup
Hence, there is a set 0 such that P( 0 ) = 1 and jjn 1=2 ( b P n g n (!) ? P) ? G P g 0 (!)jj F ?! ?1
denotes the empirical characteristic function corresponding to the distribution Q; g is an integrable weight function, and a(t) satis es R 1
?1 a 2 (t)q(t)dt < 1: This statistic T n is locally F-weakly convergent at any symmetric distribution P; when the class F is chosen as F = fx ! cos tx; t 2 Rg:
A parametric version of the following proposition is given in Beran (1997). PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that F is P-Donsker and that the statistic T n is locally F-weakly convergent at P: Let fm(n); n 1g denote any sequence of positive integers such that m(n) ! 1 and m(n)=n ! 0 as n ! 1: Then L m(n) ( b P n ) is d-consistent in probability, where d is any metric metrizing the weak convergence.
Proof. We have jjm 1=2 ( b P n g n ? P) ? 0jj F ?! n!1 0 a:s:
By De nition 3.1, L m ( b P n g n (!)) converges weakly to L(P; 0) for almost all ! 2 :
This completes the proof.
In this subsection, we investigate the stochastic equivalence of the random dis- (1984) .
Let the empirical process P;n = ( P;n (f); f 2 F) be de ned by P;n = n 1=2 ( b P n ? P); n 2 N: Note that, for each Q 2 P 0 ; Q;n is a random element with values iǹ 1 (F): DEFINITION 3.1. The statistic T n = T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; P) 2 R is called locally F-weakly convergent at P 2 P 0 ; if there exists a family of probability measures fL(P; z); z 2`1(F)g on R such that L n (Q n ) ?! n!1 L(P; z) weakly for every z 2`1(F) and every sequence fQ n g P 0 such that jjn 1=2 (Q n ? P) ? zjj F ?! n!1 0:
Remark 3.1. If the model is parametric, e.g., P = P ; where = ( 1 (P ); : : : ; d (P )) then the notion of locally F-weakly convergent statistics reduces to the notion of a 'LAWC' statistic introduced by Beran (1992) when taking F = f 1 ; : : : ; d g: Remark 3.2. If F is P-Donsker and if the statistic T n is locally F-weakly convergent at P; then there exists a random element Z with values in`1(F) such that the random probability measure L n ( b P n ); converges in distribution to a random probability measure L(P; Z): Indeed, since F is P-Donsker, the empirical processes P;n converge in law in`1(F) to a Gaussian process G P = fG P (f); f 2 Fg with zero mean and covariance EG P (f)G P (g) = Pfg ? PfPg; f; g 2 F: By a result of Dudley (1985) there is a probability space ( ; ; P) and perfect functions g n : ( ; ; P) ! ( ; ; P) such that P g n = P and jjn 1=2 ( b P n g n ? P) ? G Proof. We shall verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, for h(x; a) = Ifx ag:
Obviously we have, for 0 < a < n; follows which completes the proof of the corollary.
Moon bootstrap with replacements
In the cases, where the classical nonparametric bootstrap fails for the distribution L n (P ); it often turns out that the limit distribution of L n ( b P n ) is random. In order to (x) = 2h 0 (hx; Qxi; a)hX 1 ; Qxi: If the function h is su ciently smooth, the required expansions are well known (see, e.g., G otze (1985) Example 2.2. In this example, we assume that X 1 ; : : : ; X n is a random sample from the uniform distribution P on the interval (0; ): The maximum likelihood estimates by the extreme order statistic b = max 1 k n X k : Set T n := T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; P) = n( ? b ) :
then, in addition to (2.2), we also have E P d m =E P m ?! n!1 c (P ): A similar remark applies to other results in this section. Furthermore, similar results hold with di erent c = c( ) when comparing sample sizes m and m; 0 < < 1 in d m .
In the following we shall discuss the nature of the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Assumption (J) allows to reduce the analysis of the ? n m -bootstrap approximation mn ( b P n ) to that of U-statistics mn (P ) with increasing degree m = m(n) and values in the space L 2 ( ): This assumption is satis ed for a large class of statistics T n : For example, we consider the estimation of a parameter (P ) of an unknown distribution P by means of a plug-in estimator ( b P n ): Introduce the statistic T n = n ( ( b P n )? (P )); where the normalization n is such chosen such that T n converges in distribution. If h is Lipschitz function, e.g. for the normalized distribution of the largest order statistic for P = Uniform(0; 1) and sampling without replacement, see also Example 2.2 below. The paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 we investigate the moon bootstrap without replacements. To this aim Hoe ding expansions for U-statistics are used for m=n = o(1) in order to evaluate the error of the random approximations. In Section 3 we investigate as well the moon bootstrap without replacements representing our statistics in terms of empirical processes. Here, following Beran (1994), we require that the sequence of statistics should be locally asymptotically weakly convergent. Furthermore, we shall use Edgeworth expansions to prove the stochastic equivalence of the random distances in the examples studied in this paper. Finally Section 4 contains the proofs of our results.
Throughout the paper we write m 2 n( ; ) to indicate that m = m(n) is a sequence such that m ! 1; m=n ! 0 and lim n m=n = exists allowing 2 0; 1]: Acknowledgements. The rst author would like to thank Peter Bickel and Willem van Zwet for a number of stimulating and very helpful discussions on the construction of subsampling procedures.
Moon bootstrap without replacements
In this section, X 1 ; ; X n denotes a sample of i.i.d. random elements from an unknown distribution P on a measurable space (S; A); and T n = T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; P)
will denote a sequence of statistics with distribution L n (P ): We assume that T n converges in distribution to a random variable T 1 :
Let n (P ; a) = Eh(T n ; a); where h : R R ! R is a real measurable bounded function denote a family of parameters indexed by a 2 R: The moon bootstrap without replacements estimates n (P ; a) by estimates L m (P ); the di erence d(L m (P ); L n (P )) will be signi cant for m=n small (or h large) and contributes a bias term which dominates the estimation error in this case. Thus, as in most nonparametric problems one has to look for a tradeo choice of m minimizing the estimation error. On the other hand for 'parametric' problems where the bootstrap works like in the estimation of the distribution of Student's test statistic under the hypothesis one can show by higher order approximations that the bias as well as the variance of L m ( b P n ) essentially decrease as m grows up m n, see Hall (1992) . One would like to nd a common recipe for choosing m e ectively for both nonparametric as well as parametric situations in order to obtain a uniformly consistent and e ective estimate for the distribution L n (P ).
One way would be to look for a sample size m minimizing some cross-validation measure by a jackknife estimate related to the risk under the unknown distribution. This has been suggested by Datta and McCormik (1995) 
In Theorem 3.3 we prove that, under certain conditions, for some model dependent rate 0 < < 1 (like = 1=2; 1=3; 1=4 etc. ) and sequences m(n) such that the limit lim n m(n)=n , say 2 0; 1] exists, we have where 0 and 1 are constants depending on P and, for 0 < < 1; denotes a random variable depending on P: Here, D ?! denotes as usual convergence in distribution. Typically, we nd that E P b m =E P m ?! c (P ); where c (P ) is a constant depending on and P:
Based on these observations, we suggest m = argmin 2 m n b m as a random choice of m for the m=n-bootstrap. We will show that this choice is as good as choosing the optimal m when knowing the unknown distribution P as long as m=n ! 0 holds.
Simulations show that the method works in the region m n as well but behavior in this region is di cult to analyze for general models of distributions.
The reasons for such a choice are illustrated by the following simple example.
Example 1.1. Consider the statistic T n = T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; P) = n(X n ) 2 ; where X 1 ; : : : ; X n is an i.i.d. sample from a distribution P on the real line with zero where X 1 ; : : : ; X n is a bootstrap sample from the empirical distribution b P n :
One of the major problems for the nonparametric bootstrap estimate b L n is its consistency. Various types of consistency can be considered. Usually, if d denotes a certain distance on the set of all distribution functions then b L n is said to be dconsistent (or, simply consistent, when d is xed) in probability (resp., a.s.) provided that d(L n (P ); b L n ) ?! n!1 0 in probability (resp., a.s.). Conditions ensuring the consistency were considered, e.g., by Bickel and Freedman (1981) , Bretagnolle (1983) , Athreya (1987) and Beran (1982 Beran ( , 1997 . Extensive references and details on various bootstrap methods can be found in the recent monograph by Davison and Hinkley (1998) .
A number of examples, where the bootstrap fails to be consistent together with positive results con rm that the consistency of the bootstrap estimate b L n requires the following conditions: 1) for any Q from a neighborhood V(P) of P, L n (Q) has to converge weakly to a limit L(Q); say, and the convergence has to be uniform on V(P); 2) the function Q ! L(Q) has to be continuous. L n being the moon bootstrap estimator L m ( b P n ) the 'generic' nonparametric case is described by the nonconsistency of this estimator for m n due to the essential randomness of its limit distribution under b P n for such m. Introducing h := n=m as a 'bandwidth' type parameter in this nonparametric estimation problem, the case h 1 is characterized by the fact that the variance of the bootstrap estimate may not tend to zero as n tends to in nity. On the other hand for large values of h the variance decreases in many cases of order O(h ?1 ). Since the moon bootstrap actually
Introduction
In this paper, we investigate an adaptive choice of the bootstrap sample size m in sampling from an i.i.d. sample of size n m-times independently and with (resp., without) replacement. To simplify the writing we shall abbreviate the notion of m out of n sampling as moon bootstrap.
Assume that the random elements X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; : : : are independent and identically distributed from a distribution P on a measurable space (S; A): Let b P n denote the empirical measure of the rst n observations X 1 ; : : : ; X n : Throughout we assume that P 2 P o P; where P o is a set of probability measures on (S; A) containing all empirical measures b P n . Let T n = T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; P) denote a sequence of statistics, possibly dependent on the unknown distribution P in order to ensure that T n is weakly convergent to some limiting distribution as n tends to in nity. A typical example is given by T n = n ? F( b P n ) ? F(P) ; where F : P 0 ! R denotes a functional on P 0 and > 0 is an appropriate normalization rate.
We are interested in the estimation of the distribution function (d.f.) L n (P ; a) of T n by means of resampling methods.
The nonparametric bootstrap estimates the d.f. L n (P; a) by the plug-in method, that is, by the conditional d.f. b L n (a) := L n ( b P n ; a) = P(T n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; b P n ) ajX 1 ; : : : ; X n );
